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1 SALT Data Flow

Roy gave a brief outline of the intended flow of data from Sutherland to Cape Town. This is 
shown in figure 1 below.

NOTE!! This does not include the interaction of tcs.salt with dbc.salt. The tcs.salt is 
responsible for inserting a file path into the database pointing to where the raw data 
files have been saved for a particular exposure as well as the names of the associated 
raw data files. This interaction between the tcs.salt/scam.salt/dbc.salt concerning raw 
data file names has yet to be defined.

Figure 1: SALT data flow
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2 Source Code Control

It was agreed by all present to standardise the way in which the SAAO manages its text 
based source code by using the Subversion (http://subversion.tigris.org) source code 
repository server. The benefits of using this system are that:

• Everybody can easily view any source code.
• Everybody can learn from previously written code
• Everybody can suggest improvements to existing code
• Anybody with sufficient privileges can contribute to existing code repositories
• Multiple people can concurrently work on the same code.

Users would have to receive training to use the system. 

3 FITS Keywords

It was noted that the FITS keywords are in a constant state of flux. This poses the obvious 
problem of trying to archive older data which may not contain newer keywords. It was decided 
to call a meeting to review the current keywords and attempt to finalise the selection as far as 
possible.

4 QUACK, IRAF & Other Tools

Luis gave a brief rundown of the functionality of the current release of QUACK. It was noted 
that QUACK is not based on IRAF. Those present at the meeting decided that the general 
public should never have to know that QUACK exists. The IRAF tools being developed must 
be able to do everything needed to reduce the data. The main reasons for limiting QUACK to 
only performing the quick look pipeline processing are:

• Its lack of modularity which would make it impossible to integrate with the VO.
• The onerous task of maintaining multiple versions of the pre-compiled binaries for 

various operating systems, writing installation and operating manuals and providing the 
necessary help desk support for the software.

• Another tool to learn to use where it would make practical sense to stick with IRAF.

The current IRAF external packages being developed for SALTICAM and RSS data reduction 
are not ready for public release but it was felt that by the time normal PV activities resume 
they should be in a mature enough state to cope with the basic data reduction tasks such as 
flat fielding.

It was pointed out that each SALT Astronomer is currently using their own assortment of tools 
to perform their data reduction tasks. It was decided to consolidate this and ensure that there 
is a single tool to perform a particular task and that all SALT Astronomers make use of these 
tools to ensure consistently repeatable results regardless of who is reducing the data.

http://subversion.tigris.org/


5 SALT Data Repository

The SALT Astronomers pointed out that there currently isn't anywhere official to put reduced 
data products. After some debating it was decided to do the following:

• Purchase a powerful, dedicated SALT astronomy software server.
• Modify the current directory structure to that shown in figure 2 below.
• NOTE!! The /products directories are only for storing the end product. Data 

products from intermediate steps shall be stored in the respective SALT 
Astronomer working directories.

• NOTE!! PIs shall NOT be given access to the /products directories. A decision 
still has to be made on how to deliver the final product.

Figure 2: SALT data repository schematic
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